[Myeloarchitectonics of the vagus nerve in man].
In serial electively stained transversal sections of the vagus nerve trunk taken at the levels beginning from its exit out of the brain, up to terminal branches in the abdominal cavity (10 corpses of mature persons) myelin fibers of three classes have been counted. Along the course of the nerve trunk in the craniocaudal direction the total number of the myelin fibers decreases. Only about 10% of the initial amount of the myelin conductors revealed at the level of the intracranial part of the vagus nerve get into the abdominal cavity. Simultaneously, the ratio of the myelin fibers belonging to different classes changes: the part of the fine conductors increases, and that of the fibers having middle and large diameters decreases. The most important in the dynamics of the whole amount of myelin fibers and in the number of the conductors belonging to different classes at all the levels of the nerve trunk is the getting off the organs' branches with various functional specialization.